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INTRODUCTION

Access to healthcare is a significant issue in the United States, especially for populations facing disproportionate poverty, medical abuse, and discriminatory denial of treatment. Trans people live at a complex crossroads—the law defines us through medical norms by requiring medical evidence of our gender at every turn, yet many laws and policies deny that our medical needs are real or that the care we seek is legitimate. Gender-confirming healthcare for transgender people is widely misunderstood, and some of the most popular misunderstandings are reflected in administrative regulations. Perhaps the most common misunderstanding is the belief that all transgender people undergo genital surgery as the primary medical treatment for changing gender. In fact, gender-confirming healthcare is an individualized treatment that differs according to the needs and pre-existing conditions of individual transgender people. Some transgender people undergo no medical care related to their expression of a gender identity that
differs from their birth-assigned sex. Others undergo only hormone therapy treatment or any of a number of surgical procedures.

There are several reasons why the majority of transgender people do not undergo surgeries. Obviously, people have different aims and desires for their bodies and express gendered characteristics in ways that make the most sense to those needs and desires. For those who wish to enhance the masculinization or feminization of their appearance, changing external gender expressions such as hairstyle, clothing, and accessories is often an effective and affordable way to alter how they are perceived in day-to-day life. For those who seek medical treatment, the most common medical treatment is not surgery but masculinizing or feminizing hormone therapy, which is an effective step for enhancing feminine or masculine secondary-sex characteristics (e.g., voice, facial hair, breast tissue, muscle mass). For surviving daily life—work, school, street interactions—these external markers of gender are far more important than genital appearance, which is usually only known to one’s closest intimates. Additionally, genital surgeries are not recommended medical treatment for all transgender people. Many do not want to undergo such procedures, or because of other medical issues, are not eligible. Finally, genital surgeries are more expensive procedures than other options and are still not covered by a majority of private insurance or Medicaid programs in the United States. For that reason, they remain inaccessible to most transgender people.

The denial of gender-confirming healthcare and the popular belief that most transgender people do undergo surgery results in several negative consequences for trans people. First, the inability to receive this care has negative health consequences for those who need it. Depression, anxiety, and suicidality are conditions commonly tied to the unmet need for gender-confirming medical care. According to the few studies that have been done on the issue, rates of HIV infection are also extremely high among transgender people. One study found seroprevalence of 63 percent among African American trans women. A contributing factor to this may be the...
fact that many people seek treatments through the informal market and receive care without medical supervision because it is not available through more legitimate means. This avenue to care may result in inappropriate dosage, nerve damage, and HIV and hepatitis infection resulting from injecting without medical supervision or clean needles.\textsuperscript{11}

In addition to these health consequences, the lack of access to identification (ID) that reflects a transgender person’s current gender is a consequence of popular misunderstandings about gender-confirming healthcare. Many ID-issuing agencies have rules that reflect the popular myth that all transgender people undergo genital surgery to confirm their gender.\textsuperscript{12} Because many ID-issuing agencies will not change gender markers on ID for transgender people without evidence that the person has undergone surgery,\textsuperscript{13} and most people do not or cannot undergo surgery, the employment consequences related to lack of accurate ID are directly connected to healthcare access issues. Lack of accurate ID is certainly one contributing factor in the high rates of unemployment several studies have found for transgender people.\textsuperscript{14} ID policies that require proof of surgery to change gender markers, combined with policies that deny insurance coverage for gender-confirming health care for trans people result in many trans people being unable to obtain an ID that indicates their current gender.

Additionally, research has shown that the inability to receive this type of health care may be a contributing factor to the high rates of imprisonment of transgender youth and adults.\textsuperscript{15} Because they are marginalized in employment, and may feel that such healthcare is urgent, many transgender people engage in criminalized activities such as sex work in order to raise money to purchase hormones from informal sources.\textsuperscript{16} Getting healthcare needs met through unauthorized sources produces vulnerability for trans people to both negative health outcomes and criminalization.

In recent years, significant victories have emerged in two related policy arenas that confront these issues: the quest to increase health insurance coverage of gender-confirming healthcare and the quest to reduce medical
evidence requirements for changing gender classifications on government records. City and state authorities in a number of jurisdictions have eliminated surgery requirements for changing certain identity documentation to reflect a new gender marker, and some new policies have recognized self-identification as the only reasonable test of gender for certain governmental purposes. At the same time, many large employers, including public employers, have begun to include gender-related healthcare for trans people in their employee health coverage. While these hopeful developments have been occurring, however, a disturbing trend in the realm of Medicaid coverage has become apparent. More states, it seems, are eliminating coverage of gender-related healthcare for trans people or are increasing enforcement of policies that exclude coverage. Federal Medicaid regulations provide no guidance as to whether gender-confirming healthcare for transgender people should be covered or not. State programs differ in how they approach this question. No state’s Medicaid regulations explicitly include this care. Instead, twenty-eight states have no explicit regulations regarding this care, and either accept or reject claims for reimbursement on a case-by-case basis, while at least twenty-one states have explicit regulations excluding coverage of this care. States without explicit exclusions of gender-confirming healthcare for transgender people frequently have exclusions of “cosmetic” or “experimental” care that are used, on a case-by-case basis, to deny claims for reimbursement by transgender people seeking certain therapies or procedures.

Two central arguments have consistently been advanced for coverage of this care, with varying success in courts. The first argument is that gender-confirming healthcare for trans people is a medically necessary, non-experimental treatment that is proven to be safe and effective. This healthcare has successfully been used for more than sixty years to treat people who experience a persistent desire to live in a gender different from that they were assigned at birth. Furthermore, lack of access to this care results in serious physical and mental health consequences. The argument
goes, then, that because this care has been used effectively to treat transgender people, is medically necessary, and creates severe risks if denied, Medicaid should cover the care.

The second argument asserts that denial of this care is diagnosis discrimination that violates Federal Medicaid regulations. The Federal Medicaid regulations make it clear that once a state has decided to provide coverage through a Medicaid program, it cannot pick and choose amongst groups of people to give coverage based on diagnosis. It can make a variety of other types of decisions regarding what to cover and not cover, but it cannot forgo coverage of a group based solely on diagnosis. For example, a state could not decide to treat diabetics while refusing care to people with HIV just because the legislature or state administrators had animus towards people with HIV.

The argument follows that Medicaid already provides all of these procedures and medications, and only denies them to people who seek them based on a transgender diagnostic profile. For example, testosterone and estrogens are frequently prescribed to non-transgender people for a variety of conditions including hypogonadism, menopause, late onset of puberty, vulvar atrophy, atrophic vaginitis, ovary problems (including lack of ovaries), intersex conditions, breast cancer or prostate cancer, and to help prevent osteoporosis. Similarly, the chest surgery that transgender men often seek, removing breast tissue to create a flat chest, may be provided and insured for non-trans men who develop the common condition gynecomastia, where breast tissue grows in abnormal amounts. Non-transgender women who are diagnosed with hirsutism—where facial or body hair grows in abnormal amounts—are frequently treated for this condition with Medicaid coverage. In addition, reconstruction of breasts, testicles, penises, or other tissues lost to illness or accident is routinely performed and covered. Further, treatments designed to help create genitals that meet social norms of appearance are frequently provided and covered for children born with intersex conditions.
Advocates point out that every type of care that a transgender Medicaid recipient might seek is already provided by Medicaid, except to transgender people seeking the care to confirm gender. This is particularly significant considering that much of the care provided has the sole purpose of confirming the gender of non-transgender patients. Reconstruction of breasts or testicles lost to cancer, hormone treatment to eliminate hair that is considered gender inappropriate, chest surgery for gynecomastia, and other treatments are provided solely because of the mental health and social consequences faced by people who have physical attributes that do not comport with their self-identity and social gender. Thus, the distinction made in refusing this care to transgender people appears to be based solely on diagnosis. Denying care to a politically unpopular group that is provided to others in need of such care appears to violate the letter and spirit of the federal Medicaid statute and regulations.27

The recent trend of reduced access to gender-related healthcare for trans Medicaid recipients is concerning, especially given the successes in other realms where advocates are battling with the double-binds of the medicalization of trans identity and the exclusion of this care. It would be concerning, indeed, if access to legal recognition and healthcare were being won for trans people who have access to private health insurance through employers but lost for those who rely on public health systems. In 2010, the interview below was conducted with attorneys currently working on these issues to get a sense of the current trends and find out what may be in store on these issues. These advocates, working on the front lines of poverty and transphobic public policy, provide a sense of the troubling changes of the last few years as well as the inspiring work that is being done to confront them.
Dean Spade: What is happening in your region regarding Medicaid coverage for gender-related healthcare for trans people?

**Huy Nguyen.**

No gender-confirming healthcare for trans people was explicitly excluded from Medicaid coverage in Washington State until very recently. Prior to 2007, this care was a covered service under the Medicaid program. Medicaid recipients were required to establish that surgeries or other services related to the “gender identity disorder” (GID) diagnosis were medically necessary; recipients were also required to provide a multidisciplinary evaluation from a urologist, psychiatrist, and endocrinologist.

In 2005, the Washington State Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) implemented new regulations that detailed the process by which DSHS weighed medical opinions and evidence to determine coverage of a requested procedure. Under this new system that emphasized evidence-based medicine, credible evidence from a recipient’s medical provider was given less weight in helping DSHS determine whether a requested procedure was medically necessary. DSHS later commissioned a report from the Winfred S. Hayes, Inc., (Hayes Corporation) entitled, “Sex Reassignment Surgery and Associated Therapies for the Treatment of Gender Identity” (Hayes Report), to question the safety and effectiveness of surgical treatment and to make individualized medical-necessity determinations for transgender clients seeking coverage for these surgeries. Generally, the Hayes Report concluded that surgical gender-confirming treatments for trans people had potential but unproven benefit. The Hayes Report’s methodology and conclusions as to safety and efficacy for these surgeries have been disputed by some within the medical community as being flawed and biased.

Despite the Hayes Report’s conclusions about the safety and efficacy of surgical gender-confirming treatments for trans people, Northwest Justice Project successfully represented individual clients in administrative hearings who were denied coverage for such care. Medicaid recipients who did not have access to the correct type of medical information or access to
legal services often found their denied requests for coverage upheld in the administrative hearing process.

In 2006, controversy erupted after local media coverage highlighted the State Auditor’s Office 2004 report that questioned the use of Medicaid dollars to provide coverage for gender-confirming treatments for trans people and other procedures that were considered to be “cosmetic” such as breast augmentation. As a direct result of intense media scrutiny, Republicans in the state legislature attempted to ban coverage for gender-confirming surgical treatments for trans people, but were unsuccessful. During this time, much of the debate focused on whether this care was a “cosmetic” or “experimental” procedure, with less focus on why this would be medically necessary on a case-by-case basis. In response to this controversy, DSHS proposed new regulations that explicitly excluded from coverage gender-confirming surgeries for trans Medicaid recipients.

Legal organizations and medical experts from around the country rallied to pull together comments during the notice and comment period to oppose the new exclusions. Advocates submitted comments pointing out the overwhelming number of medical studies indicating that gender-confirming healthcare for trans people is safe and effective. However, despite these collaborative efforts, the regulations went into effect. Today, transgender Medicaid recipients cannot receive coverage for gender-confirming surgeries as they are now noncovered services. Hormone coverage and other nonsurgical treatments are still covered services.

**Phil Duran:** In Minnesota, the state’s Medical Assistance (MA) program covered gender-confirming healthcare for trans people following a Minnesota Supreme Court decision in 1977. The decision directed the Department of Public Welfare (now the Department of Human Services) to review each applicant on a case-by-case basis and cover those surgeries deemed “medically necessary” (i.e., those that satisfied the Benjamin/WPATH Standards). In the mid-1990s, the legislature began restricting coverage. In the MA context, a 1998 amendment essentially
“grandfathered in” those individuals who had begun “receiving gender reassignment services” prior to July 1, 1998. Several cases followed that explored exactly what it meant to have begun “receiving services” prior to that date, and the cases tended to interpret that language broadly. In response, in 2005, the legislature enacted a flat prohibition on funding gender-confirming surgical care for trans people in the MA program; this is codified as Minn. Stat. 256B.0625, subd. 3a. Due to financial constraints and a difficult governor, no progress has been made in reinstating coverage. The changes in policy have not impacted coverage for hormones and other non-surgical gender-confirming treatment for trans Medicaid recipients.

**Pooja Gehi and Gabriel Arkles:** In New York, all gender-confirming healthcare for trans people is excluded from coverage through Medicaid pursuant to N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. title 18, §505.2(l). This regulation was proposed in 1997 and promulgated in 1998 by the New York State Department of Health. The justification for this regulation was a “lack of evidence about the long-term safety and effectiveness of this care.” No hearing was held about the proposed regulation. The only two comments submitted were from surgeons who opposed its adoption on the grounds that “gender reassignment is an appropriate, effective and safe treatment for persons with gender dysphoria.” Nevertheless, the Department of Health dismissed their comments and adopted the amendment, stating that “there are equally compelling arguments indicating that gender reassignment, involving the ablation of normal organs for which there is no medical necessity because of underlying disease or pathology in the organ, remains an experimental treatment, associated with serious complications.” The new regulation was not enforced for hormone treatment until around 2002 when we (at the Sylvia Rivera Law Project) encountered a crisis among our clients, many of whom had been relying on the coverage of their healthcare for a very long time, being suddenly cut off without explanation. The agency began matching people’s gender markers
on their identification with the hormones they were receiving and then blocking them if the two—in its opinion—did not match.51

In 2007 SLRP, along with the New York Legal Assistance Group and Orrick, Herrington and Sutcliff LLP, brought a federal lawsuit challenging § 505(l) through 42 U.S.C. § 1983.52 Our complaint alleged that the regulation was violating the federal Medicaid statute, under the federal regulation that prohibits discrimination on the basis of diagnosis, among other grounds. Since New York Medicaid covers hormones and gender-confirming surgeries for other diagnoses, but not for gender identity disorder, 505(l) is deliberately discriminating against transgender individuals. Unfortunately, we lost our case when the judge ruled that no private right of action existed under §1983.53 While we believe the case was wrongly decided, after consulting with other Medicaid litigators we decided against an appeal because of the risk of setting bad precedent. If the decision were affirmed on appeal there could be serious negative consequences on the ability of poor people to access the courts.

The regulation continues to create a crisis for the communities with which we work, and we continue to fight against it. We believe the regulation should be repealed on the grounds that it discriminates against transgender people and on the grounds that medical experts agree that gender-confirming healthcare is, in fact, medically necessary.

Dean Spade: What efforts have you made or are you preparing to make to address these issues?

Huy Nguyen: Northwest Justice Project will continue to discuss, strategize, and collaborate with other advocacy groups and community partners on the issue of evidence-based medicine and noncovered Medicaid services. The standard for coverage for any medical procedure should be based on medical necessity, and each request for coverage should be reviewed through the lens of medical necessity.54
Phil Duran: OutFront Minnesota was the primary organization taking on appeals for transgender people denied gender-confirming surgical care in Minnesota from 1998 through 2005, to the best of my knowledge. OutFront Minnesota is the only organization even seriously discussing the notion of reinstating coverage. We generally do not believe that a state constitutional facial challenge to the current statute would be successful, but we mull the idea of an as-applied challenge; though, resources for undertaking such an effort are close to nonexistent.

Pooja Gehi and Gabriel Arkles: As stated above, we have tried a federal lawsuit. We have been strategizing with advocates and other community members around a way to fight against this very damaging regulation. As of late, many attorneys who do not practice in the specific area of transgender rights have approached us with concern about the regulation’s damaging effect on their clients and communities. This development is promising given the fact that many of these organizations are well-funded, mainstream, legal rights organizations that are more than willing to fight against the regulation with us. We do not believe it would be conducive to our efforts to publicly share details at this stage, but generally we continue to explore alternative litigation approaches, possibly based on state law, as well as other potential strategies. We also continue to educate community members and other service providers about these issues.

Dean Spade: Do you have ideas about a local or national strategy you want to share? Have you seen a particular approach that works well?

Huy Nguyen: I think it is crucial for legal aid agencies to identify and competently serve the diverse needs of the community. This would include ensuring that low-income individuals within the transgender community have equal access to healthcare and access to legal aid services when they experience problems with Medicaid coverage, such as a denial, termination, or reduction of Medicaid services. This will require a targeted and focused effort by legal aid agencies to provide outreach, education, and training to
the community on Medicaid issues. By doing so, legal aid advocates can help provide a client-focused perspective when discussing strategy with other legal advocates who are working on impact litigation in this area.

**Phil Duran**: It is plausible that working to educate the private insurance industry about gender-confirming health care for transgender people and the appropriateness of its coverage could help to establish an environment where its inclusion is simply the prevailing norm, which could in turn shift the discussion related to public insurance programs.

**Pooja Gehi and Gabriel Arkles**: As an agency focused on economic injustice, we believe it is important to prioritize Medicaid and other public insurance programs in advocacy. However, we agree with Phil that making change in the private insurance industry is also important and can help with overall norm shifting. Recent statements from groups such as the American Psychological Association\(^5\) and American Medical Association\(^6\) acknowledging the medical necessity of this care provide us with a great opportunity to leverage that support to make policy change. We do not think that a federal legislative strategy would be helpful at this time. We think that locally-based strategies will be most effective and that people in those communities are best situated to evaluate whether litigation, legislative, regulatory, or other approaches will be most effective in their state. Community organizing can also be important in this work and community accountability is always vital.

**Dean Spade**: What implications do you see for the national conversation about healthcare reform, if any?

**Huy Nguyen**: In Washington State, we are experiencing a devastating budget crisis, and in an attempt to balance the budget, there have been ongoing discussions about reducing the scope of Medicaid services or possibly eliminating healthcare coverage programs for low-income individuals.\(^7\) There have been discussions about the possibility of scaling back Medicaid coverage for vision and dental services. Given the current
economic situation, any discussion related to the scope of coverage for 
Medicaid services will be even more challenging. Access to healthcare will 
definitely be an ongoing issue.

Phil Duran: I am concerned that the experiences of states like Minnesota 
regarding the enactment of exclusions for gender-confirming healthcare for 
transgender people in public programs could influence federal legislators to 
try the same thing.

Pooja Gehi and Gabriel Arkles: We share Phil’s concern about federal 
legislators and generally think that now is not the time to raise these issues 
at a federal government level. We do think that at a grassroots, state, or 
local level, though, it is important to connect different struggles for access 
to health care in our messaging. It may be helpful when talking to local 
officials about trans healthcare issues to bring up the national focus on 
expanding healthcare access. We should be building strong coalitions with 
others working on healthcare access generally, whether it is reproductive 
healthcare, HIV prevention and treatment, immigrant access to healthcare, 
disability justice in healthcare provision, or access to healthcare for poor 
and working class people.
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